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Editorial  
 

The Editorial of this number is writen just before a very important event for our Centro 
Interdisciplinario de Literatura Hispanoamericana (CILHA). We refer to the I Congreso 
Internacional Nuevos Horizontes de Ibeoramérica that will be carried out in the National 
University of Cuyo in November, 2013. The meeting has a numerical value in reason of 
which it has overcome our expectations as for the investigators who will participate, 
specially scientific reasons since the event appeared as a dialog between different 
humanistic disciplines, though they have answered to the  call engineers, architects and 
other branches of knowledge that extends our regards. 
 
Then our publishing offer across the Notebooks of the CILHA to be an organ of an 
interdisciplinary debate is fulfilled also Cuadernos del CILHA the scientific meetings that 
are propitiated. As always we possess a section of Miscellanies in which there are 
announced works of diverse nature and interests. This way for example Marina 
Guntsche deals with a political Argentine movement as the Peronism in Ernesto Sabato's 
work, On heroes and tombs. Paula Klein faces a comparison between texts of Daniel 
Link and Leopoldo Marechal and Gisela Paola Honorio focuses the paper of the 
intellectual one in Augusto Roa Bastos's work. 
 
Finally a dossier closes this number on the relations between Brazil and Argentina. As it 
is explained in the presentation of the dossier, it is a question of an activity framed 
inside a joint project of investigation between countries that integrate the Mercorsur. 
Works meet on the central topic of  investigation that is the intellectual networks and 
the frontier spaces. The texts approach this subject matter from historical, aesthetic or 
sociocultural perspectives. Finally, between the dossier who appears here and the 
scientific meeting that will take place at the end of 2013, our Center emphasizes his bet 
for the interdisciplinary method, the integration of knowledge and the academic dialog 
between countries of the South Region. 
 
Claudio Maiz 
 
Director 
 

 

 

 

 

 


